TASKS TO PREPARE FOR THE SPANISH MEETING
TASK 1: CONTINENT CHART (SEE ANNEX 1)
This activity is aimed to the students so that they can have a more general idea about a particular continent. We recommend you to follow the
following steps:
-

Every country must prepare the information about their given continent using this chart and preparing a Power Point to show during the
Spanish week to the rest of the participants.

-

The Power Point shouldn’t be longer than 10 slides and no more than 6 words should be written in every slide.

-

One of the songs chosen in the chart must sound during this task exhibition.

-

We will use all this information during the week to work in a cooperative way and as a final project.

TAST 2: MIGRATION THROUGH THE CONTINENTS
This activity is aimed to know more about the historical migration movements.
You have to analyse the different emigration flows the different continents have undergone along the last centuries. That is, just mention the
places where people from “your continent” have emigrate along the centuries. This information will be reflected in a world map that can help us
to understand that migration is common to the entire world.

TASK 3. SITUATION OF IMIGRATION IN YOUR COUNTRIES
Through this task, you will study closely the situation of immigration in our native countries. Please, read the Final Refugee's Report you can

find in the shared folder. Prepare a report where the situation of immigration, measures taken for their integration and degree of acceptance in
your country must be reflected. Prepare 3 slides reflecting in a summarized way this information.

ANNEX 1. FACT FILE ABOUT CONTINENTS
ITEM
1. GENERAL
CULTURAL CUSTOMS
2. TYPICAL FOOD

3. SONGS

EUROPE

ASIA
Religious traditions
sushi
Horse Meat
Khorkhog

4. BOOKS

Ashoug
Akyn-kui
Sun Tzu

5. MAIN POSITIVE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MANKIN

Yoga
Soy Milk
Tofu

6. TYPICAL DANCES

Garuda
Shalako
Uzbek dance
Chinese
Mandarim
Japanese
Korean
Indian
Bears

7. LANGUAGES (THE
MOST SPOKEN THREE
LANGUAGES / THE
LESS SPOKEN THREE
LANGUAGES)
8. NATIVE ANIMALS

AFRICA

OCEANIA

AMERICA

9. NATIVE PLANTS
10. IMPORTANT
LANDMARKS/
MONUMENTS

Cherry Blossom
Bonsai
Taj Mahal
Great wall of China

Please mark the selected column with the assigned color:

SPAIN, AUSTRIA, GREECE, ITALY, PORTUGAL

